Diskeeper ® technology extends the life of your hardware:
“I have found that Diskeeper increased our system efficiency. We have noticed improvements opening
files over the network, as well as with large files that are stored locally. We have deployed the 2010
version, and I appreciate the statistics concerning avoided fragments, thanks to IntelliWriteTM technology.
We feel this saves disk I/O and extends the life of our drives. I would recommend Diskeeper to anyone
with a frequently used computer.”
John Knight, IT Manager, Freudenberg-Texbond, LP

“We are seeing an increase in the life expectancy of our servers due to more efficient utilization of the hard
drive space. Diskeeper 2010 has improved the access of applications and data on the servers. It
defragments and consolidates the files more efficiently. Diskeeper 2010 has already saved us the cost of
replacing three servers due to defragmenting and consolidating the available space on the servers.
“Diskeeper is already distributed to servers throughout our district and we do recommend to the techs at
the schools that if they need a product for those users that are not defragmenting their machines on a
weekly basis, that Diskeeper works very well keeping the servers in tip-top shape and will do a great job
on the desktops and laptops.
“All of our Servers utilize RAID 5 and Diskeeper is utilized to keep them running efficiently. It’s working
great. Diskeeper is utilized on our Exchange Servers and MS SQL Servers as well as our numerous
application servers. Diskeeper ensures that the Exchange and SQL servers stay defragmented and running
optimally so that we can continue to run older servers and save on replacement cost. Now we only need to
replace a server or hard drives when we have exceeded the capacity of the server’s hard drives.”
Chris Keen, Brevard Schools Systems & Security
“We are running Diskeeper on all of our RAID servers, a few NAS servers, and also on the box with our
antivirus running on it. I am certain that I would not be getting the good performance today without
Diskeeper as my machines are over 5 years old at this point. They are just faster all around.
“My desktops are also running much better than they would be otherwise. I am still getting use out of Dell
Dimension 2400's that are over 5 years old. I attribute this to Diskeeper keeping the hard drives
optimized.”
Darren Eikleberry, Operations & IT Officer, Farmers State Bank

“We run Diskeeper on many systems, including servers, desktops, and notebooks. I would definitely
recommend automatic defrag to others; it is indispensable for trouble-free disk performance. Automatic
defrag is one of the key reasons I consider Diskeeper to be a vital tool. I remain completely satisfied with
Diskeeper’s performance. I won’t deploy a system without it!
“Diskeeper helps me manage drives ranging in size from 40 GB to more than a terabyte on a variety of
operating systems. With the “Set It and Forget It”® features, our drives stay optimized around the
clock. This keeps our various systems continually running at peak performance and increases ROI by
extending drive life. Those are unbeatable real and financial performance benefits.
“We’re on a cycle of system upgrades that will move us gradually into new technologies. For the same
reason that I’m coaxing more life out of older drives, I need new technology to be equally bulletproof.
Fortunately I can trust Diskeeper to be ready when we are.
“In some instances, I am utilizing 5-6 year old OEM hard drives with no degradation in performance.
These drives are in systems used daily, and by “daily” I mean 24 hours a day. We’re a public safety agency
that operates 24x7; therefore our computers must do the same. Diskeeper helps me maintain that level of
service.”
Doug Lawson, Network Administrator, Greater Round Lake Fire Protection District
“We do have multiple servers with large databases that we need optimal performance from. Our main
company application utilizes a database and four Citrix servers. With 75+ clients logging onto these
servers, Diskeeper helps keep the network running at its best.
“We have seen a return on our investment due to the fact that we never have any server downtime, no
hard drives replaced, and no file corruption on any servers. And the fact that Diskeeper does everything
automatically means our IT department never needs to remember or worry about fragmentation.”
Luke Faber, Network Admin, Superior Ready Mix
“Just when I thought you couldn’t make the Diskeeper product any better, you’ve released the new feature
called IntelliWrite. I’m not real technical when it comes to writing code, but I do know that this feature
has breathed new life back into my 5-year-old PC. I have to say that Diskeeper 2010 product stands heads
and shoulders over any competition. No one comes close to the technology you have.”
Greg Semple, Game Producer
“Diskeeper works 100% of the time. After I’ve installed it I simply forget about it. I have it running on
two NAS servers and on our Microsoft Small Business Server 2003. Diskeeper has prolonged the life of
our Small Business Server by 18 months. Our hard drives are nearly full, yet Diskeeper has kept them
working optimally with low disk space.”
Al Stenner, Director Information Services, KRM Restaurant Group
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